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Abstract: Today’s enterprise applications are based on numerous interrelated com-
ponents that capture domain-specific, generic or infrastructural functionality. Each
component is based on several constituting artifacts where a certain artifact is also
needed by different components. The dependencies between components and artifacts
become even more complex when versioning is required. Additionally, a software
development process requires several runtime environments for development, testing,
consolidation and production for which elements of artifacts need to be configured
accordingly. For managing the deployment of enterprise applications throughout an
application’s life cycle, a number of commercial tools are available. However, such
tools often focus on specific technologies and require an integrated approach for build
and deployment management. In this paper we present a different approach that allows
for an agile model-driven deployment process that can be adapted to the desired level
of detail. We propose the use of models to capture the complexity of interrelations
between components, artifacts and their versions. By using either standard languages
such as UML or domain-specific languages for the definition of system models, suit-
able tooling will be used to provide graphical user interfaces allowing for specifying
required model elements and attributes.

1 Introduction

The context of the issues we would like to address refer to state-of-the-art enterprise appli-
cations that are commonly found in real world scenarios. The server part of the application
implements business logic and persistence and is based on the Java 2 Enterprise Edition
(J2EE) [JSR06]. The execution of business logic is either triggered by web service calls or
by the presentation layer. The latter is packaged as a client part of the application which
is delivered to client machines by Java Web Start [JWS06]. The client is based on the
Rich Client paradigm and uses either Eclipse Rich Client Platform [ML05], [Ecl] or a
proprietary Swing-based framework. In such a setup, one comes across several artifacts
and components. In J2EE for example, descriptors are needed as additional artifacts for
deploying an application on an application server. While descriptors are mainly used for
the management of components, they also capture the configuration details of runtime en-
vironments such as specifying database connections or resource mappings for different
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servers. This leads to a high complexity of dependencies and interrelations between ar-
tifacts and respective environments when deploying an application in a different runtime
environment. The same holds for the client part of the application where dependencies of
features and plugins are manifested by means of descriptors.

In common application life-cycles, focus on application operation, change management
and quality assurance only begins once an application has left the development stage.
Changing functionality of an application leads to different versions of components and
artifacts that increase the complexity of dependencies discussed previously. For example,
a particular component can only be used in combination with a specific version of another
component. The dependencies of components need not only be considered when assem-
bling an application but also need to be reflected in corresponding artifacts. Additionally,
artifacts such as descriptors underlie versioning themselves, for example as results from
changing a servlet mapping.

On an abstract level, components, artifacts and runtime environments are identified as
domain entities which depend on each other and need to be considered during deployment.
This includes the assembly of those entities according to their respective versions in order
to ensure correct deployment. Managing the dependencies is seen as a constant activity
throughout the application life cycle and is also a major cost factor in application change
management.

In our opinion, existing approaches to deployment management do not satisfy the require-
ments of a deployment scenario as described in the example. We see Continuous Integra-
tion (CI) [DMG07] as a sophisticated and integrated approach to build and test manage-
ment. We recognize the gain in efficiency and productivity by applying CI in software
development projects, however, we believe that Continuous Integration focuses on build-
ing artifacts and components and is not a solution for complex deployment scenarios.

From a practical point of view, basic build tools such as Make [Her03] and Apache Ant
[Ant] have proven to be successful aids for automating generic build processes as part of
software development. Also, extensions of these basic tools such as Apache Maven [Mav]
that include configuration and repository management have obtained global acceptance.
However, we believe that the complexity of deployment scenarios with versioned artifacts
is not manageable by means of build tools that express dependencies and interrelations
through the use of text and property files.

Consequently, we integrated basic build tool support with an approach based on entity
relationships for modeling the dependencies of components required for deployment. Our
experiences lead us to believe, that such an attempt is only suitable for simple scenarios.
With a rising interdependence of components and artifacts, an entity relationship model is
not an adequate solution. Due to the complexity of dependencies, they can not be modeled
as relations but as entities. This fact makes the usage of ER-models [Che76] unsuitable
for the efficient representation of configuration data.

Therefore we propose model driven software deployment as a means to manage the com-
plexity of the deployment process on the required level of abstraction by defining models
and enriching the model with parameters. We also stress that our approach is applicable
for small and mid-size software development projects as well as for project budgets that do
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not allow for the use of full-fledged software development environments like MKS [MKS].

2 Model Driven Software Deployment

The approach that we propose uses a model as a means to express the dependencies of com-
ponents, artifacts and corresponding versions. The approach is a specific case of Model
Driven Software Development where the software development process is supported by
model transformations towards a platform specific model from which source code can be
generated. Using an abstract model to define the complexity of dependencies found in de-
ployment allows for transforming that model to deployment artifacts that ensure the correct
configuration and setup of a software system for a specific runtime environment. This in-
tegrates with the idea of a computation-independent, platform-independent and platform-
specific model taken from MDA [MM04]. Deployment scenarios, as the problem domain,
are captured in computation-independent models. The platform independent model repre-
sents the deployment configuration for a particular environment. The final platform spe-
cific model already reflects the characteristics of a runtime environment, such as a JBoss
application server in a productive setting.

Consequently, by applying the idea of models at different levels of abstractions, our ap-
proach enables a separation of responsibilities reflected in software development roles.
While defining a deployment model at a high level of abstraction is the task of a software
architect, the definition of transformation rules and templates for the platform specific
model is the responsibility of a deployment manager. Furthermore, during application and
change management this will enable higher efficiency and productivity of the change man-
agement processes. Considering the choice of language for model definition we see two
possible options: Using a general purpose language and refining it for a specific domain
problem or using a domain specific language. In the domain problem of deployment, we
see UML as a special case because UML as a general purpose language already offers the
ability to model deployment scenarios as part of the language.

For a prototype implementation we will use UML [UML04] profiles while the choice of
a domain specific language will be left open in further phases. We will use the ability of
UML for creating profiles allowing for the refinement of meta models that come with the
language. In our specific case we will create UML profiles for deployment models that can
be applied for a specific deployment scenario. Furthermore a profile allows for a model
to be defined for a specific runtime environment such as a particular application server.
As shown in Figure 1(a), the version information is included in the artifact model using a
special Version tag. This allows representations of dependancies of versioned artifacts
as shown in Figure 1(b). In addition, the stereotype ejb-jar is defined in a J2EE-
Profile. The application of multiple profiles allows for the representation of independent
concerns. In order to define constraints in the resulting model the profile offers the use of
OCL[OCL06] constraints on stereotypes.

By means of transformation rules and templates, the model is transformed into concrete
tasks that are executed for deployment. We envision the use of AndroMDA [And] and
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(a) Part of UML 2.0 Profile (b) Deployment diagram with profiles applied

Figure 1: Profile Model and Application

Apache Ant files for the transformation. Executing the final Ant files will result in assem-
bling the application components in their respective versions and corresponding artifacts
where all configuration and version information has been derived from the deployment
model.

3 Outlook

In this paper we outlined a model-driven approach for deployment management. We pro-
pose the use of models adaptable to the required level of detail and capable of capturing
the interdependencies of components, artifacts and their versions.

As a first step, we will define a UML profile for deployment models that captures generic
requirements found in deployment scenarios such as compontents, artifacts and versions.
With UML already offering deployment diagrams per definition, a respective profile will
extend the basic notions considering advanced deployment scenarios. After the specifi-
cation of a meta-model, transformation rules in the form of an AndroMDA cartridge and
respective templates will be developed. This setup will be used to provide the proof-of-
concept of our approach. After successful proof of concept we will consider to change
the model language from a general purpose language to a domain specific language. We
believe that UML is applicable for showing the practicability of our approach. However,
for the complexity of large enterprise applications we envision the use of a domain spe-
cific language to be based on open standards such as the Eclipse Modeling Framework
[EMF07]. The choice of EMF will also enable the use of GMF [GMF] which will ease the
development of required user interfaces.

A remaining challenge in our solution will be the versioning of the model itself. A partic-
ular model instance is seen as a deployment configuration version that is a snapshot and
will be revised over time. The versioning of a model is needed to satisfy the requirements
of application and change management where a new release of an application leads to a
new version of the corresponding deployment model. The challenge of model versioning
has been addressed in [YLG04] and will be the topic of [UML07] for proposing solutions
for managing the evolutionary characteristics of models.
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